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ABSTRACT

ERDEM, ISMAIL. Three Phase Sampling for Misclassified Binary Data.

(Under the direction of CHARLES H. PROCTOR.)

Three measuring devices are available to classify units into

one of the two mutually exclusive categories. The first two devices

are relatively inexpensive procedures which tend to classify sampling

units incorrectly; the third device is, in general, an expensive pro

cedure which classifies the units correctly.

To estimate p, the proportion of units which belong to one of

the two categories, a three phase sampling scheme is presented. At

the first phase, a sample of n units is taken and fallible-2 classi

fications are obtained; at the second phase, a subsample of nl units

is drawn from the first sample and fallible-l classifications are

obtained; at the third phase, a subsample of n2 units is taken from

the second sample and true classifications are obtained.

Hypergeometric and multinomial variance and covariances are

compared to justify that the observed frequencies to be denoted,

nijk , a jk , and xk ' can be assumed to be multinomially distributed.

The maximum likelihood estimate of p and its as}~ptotic vari

ance are derived. This variance is expressed in terms of the

reliability coefficients of the fallible classifiers.

The optimum values of n, nl , and n2 which minimize the total

cost of selection and measurement for a fixed variance of estimation

and which minimize the variance of the estimation for fixed budget

are derived.



This three phase sampling is compared both to a single phase

sampling in which only true measurements are taken as well as to two

phase sampling.

Using a constructed finite population and various levels of

reliabilities, we simulate the sampling and measurement operations to

assess the correctness of our results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last thirty years, a large body of literature on

analyzing categorical data with misclassification errors has been

accumulated.

For example, the works by Bross (1954), Diamond and Lilienfeld

(1962), Mote and Anderson (1962), Keys and Kihlberg (1963), Koch

(1969), and Goldberg (1975) explore the effects of misclassification

errors in only one or in both variables on a chi-square test for

independence in 2x2 contingency tables. The work by Assakul and

Proctor (1967) explores the effects of misclassification errors on

testing independence in two way contingency tables.

Under the availability of two measuring devices, one true and

one fallible, the double sampling scheme (DSS) was introduced by

Tenenbein (1970, 1971, 1972). The DSS was developed for obtaining

efficient estimates of the true cell proportions and of the misclas-
.-

sification probability involved in using the fallible measuring

device.

In Tenenbein's works, a large "fallible-sample" supplements

an independent sample whose elements are cross-classified by both

the true and fallible devices. In his works only unconstrained

models for both the true multinomial proportions and misclassifica-

tion errors were considered.

Chen and Fienberg (1976) and Chen (1979) utilized the DSS for

fitting log-linear models to the true cell proportions under various

models for the misclassification errors.
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Chiacchierini and Arnold (1977) and Hochberg (1977) used the

DSS for fitting constrained models to the true cell proportions but

without incorporating models for misclassification errors.

Chen, Hochberg, and Tenenbein (1979), supplementing a DSS \dth

a third independent sample of units which are classified only by the

true device, gave a Triple Sampling Scheme (TSS). The TSS utilizes

a sample of n units which are classified by both a fallible and a

true device and another sample of n2 units which are classified only

by a fallible device and a third sample of n l units which are classi

fied by the true device. In that paper they studied two problems.

First, the optimum allocation of sample sizes for TSS when estimating

a binomial parameter was addressed. Second, for a given allocation,

they developed techniques of fitting maximum likelihood estimates for

log-linear models.

In some cases, we may have more than one fallible classifier

and one true classifier. The situation of using two fallible classi

fiers may occur, for instance, in agricultural crop acreage surveys

based on satellite acquired data and aerial photo data of the same

region that is under study. Here, satellite acquired data are col

lected via one of the fallible classifiers, say "fallible-2", and the

aerial photo process yields another set of data \.;hich are also sub

jected to misclassification. We may call the aerial photo process as

"fall ible-l" while the ground check process may be named the "true"

classifier which makes no errors.

Colwell (1977) used Landsat imagery, aerial photography, and

ground data to obtain irrigated acreage on a regional basis.
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Another use of two fallible devices and one true device was

described by Reichle et al. (1982). The study was on air pollution.

The fallible devices were space shuttle and aircraft radiometers and

the true device was lab analyses on airbottle contents taken by the

aircraft.

Usage of two fallible classifiers may be seen in many other

different settings. For instance, we may be testing the effective

ness of a certain chemical against a certain disease on, say, tobacco

plants. The leaves, after treatment, may be classified into one of

the two categories, "diseased" and "healthy." One classifier may be

just a rough eye examination. Another classifier may be an expertly

close examination of the leaves. The third classifier may be a proper

laboratory analysis of the leaves. The first two classifiers are fal

lible while the third is a true classifier.

In this study , an extension of the DSS of Tenenbein (1970) data

from two fallible and one true classification devices is utilized.
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2. A THREE PHASE SN~PLING PROCEDURE

Suppose an investigator has one true and two fallible classi-

fiers to classify sampling units into one of two mutually exclusive

categories, say 0 and 1. The fallible classifiers are relatively

inexpensive procedures which tend to misclassify units, whereas true

classification is generally a more expensive procedure which is sub-

ject to no errors. Using only one or just both the two fallible

classifiers on all n sampling units may result in a biased estimate

of p, the true proportion of units in category 1. A better estimate

of P could be obtained if the true classifier were used on all of the

n sampling units. However, the expense of using the true classifier

on all of the sampling units may become too high. In this paper, we

will present a three phase sampling scheme that utilizes the informa-

tion gathered by fallible and true classifiers in the estimation of

p. The following describes the "three phase .sampling" procedure.

From the N units of the population, a simple random sample,

as defined by Cochran (1977), of size n is drawn and all n units are

measured by Fallible-2. A subsample of n l units is drawn from the

sampled n units, again as a simple random sample, and these n l units

are measured by Fallible-I. Finally a simple random sample of n2

from nl is drawn and the True classifier applied to them.

There is a finite population of N units to be classified. If

every unit were to be classified by all three classifiers, we would

have been observing N. ok of the N units classified to be in "i",
1J

"j", and "k"th categories by the true, by fallible-I, and by
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fallible-2 classifiers, respectively, where i,j,k=O or 1.

ill1known quanti ties.

N. ok' s are
1J

If such data were ever to be collected, they

could be summarized as in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Frequencies When All Units Classified by
All Three Classifiers

Fallible-2

5=0 5=1

Fallible-l

F=O F=l F=O F=l

T
T=O NOOO NOlO NOOI NOllR

U
E T=l NlOO NllO NlOl Nlll

We see that

and
1

L
j ,k=O

N =N =N-Nljk 1.. 0..

1
It is clear that ~ Nijk=N.

i, j , k= 0

In order to ill1derstand the status of these population fre-

quencies, we will now briefly discuss the sources of uncertainty in

data from three phase sampling. To begin with, we review the basic

concept of frame in sampling theory as discussed by Cochran (1977).

A frame is an indexed set of locations for making measurements

with elements £=1,2, ... ,N. Although in practice construction of the
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frame may be both expensive and require much care, we will here

simply suppose a frame is available. There are three distinct binary

valued (0,1) stochastic classification processes on the frame that we

may call:

(1) Land-use process,

(2) Classification process, and

(3) Random sampling process.

In our application the land-use process determines what is

recorded for all points as ground truth. This zero-one variable may

indicate, for example, a particular crop or it may indicate forest

land or whatever. Its value is determined by true classifier. This

process is also called "superpopulation~'process. In our work, we may

suppose the superpopulation process has taken place and it is our

objective to estimate the fixed ratio p=Nl .. !N. _

The "classification process" determines both fallible-l and

fallible-2 indicators. This process will be assumed to show inde

pendence of fallible-l from fallible-2 for any given location. Such

an assumption of local independence is usually realistic but the

particular application will determine its reasonableness. This

process may also be called the "measurement error" process. Under

our usual supposition, this process takes place after the sample has

been drawn. Under this viewpoint, the entries of Table 2.1 are

random while the marginal totals Nl .. and NO .. are fixed.

We now consider the "sampling process." The method of selec

tion is of three nested simple random samples or a three phase sampling
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design. Such a design is mentioned by Anderson (1957) and is a simple ~

extension of the two phase design as given in Cochran (1977).

One may visualize all N units having data on all three binary

variables. A sample of N-nZ units is drawn and ground truth observa

tions on these units are destroyed or made missing. Next a subsample

of N-n l units is drawn from the ~-n2 and fallible-l data are deleted.

Finally a subsample of N-n units is drawn from the N-n l and fallible-Z

data are deleted on these. All samples are drawn as simple random

without replacement samples.

The objective of the survey is to estimate the proportion of

the finite population falling into category 1. Since we are taking

simple random samples, the spatial autocorrelations of the "land-use"

process do not affect sampling variances as they do for spatial

systematic sampling. It is a fact that in practice the sample is

drawn before the classifications are done. It is important to insure

that, in actual applications, the fallible-2 data are collected before

fallible-l data and both before ground truth data. Changing the fal-

lible results to accord with ground truth would exaggerate their

accuracy.

The notation for the basic population quantities is the

following:

[0 if the ground observations show no crop

T(~)=
at location ~.

1 if the ground observations show crop at ~.

[: if fall ible-l shows no crop at location ~.

F(£)=
if fallible-l shows crop at location £.



S (9.)=
[

0 if fallible-2

1 if fallible-2

shows no crop at location £.

shows crop at location £.

8

Let the sampled locations be indexed, for convenience, by

order of draw as £1'£2'''.'£ , ... ,£ , ... £. If each location is
n2 TIl n

selected with equal probability from among all unselected locations,

then the first n2 locations will be classified by all three classi

fiers, the next n l -n2 by both fallible classifiers, and the last n-n l

by fallible-2 only. The data gathered in this manner will be for a

three phase sampling design.

The Notation for sampled data will be the following:

T.=
I

F. =
I

)T(£.) for i=1,2, ... ,n2

Lmis:ing for i>n2

f F~11.i~ for i=1,2, ... ,n l

l mlssmg for i>n l

and

and

S. = S(i.) for i=1,2, ... ,n.
I I

Note that T., F., and S. are binary random variables with dis-
I I I

tribution induced by the randomness of t ..
I

Since the probability of tri-variate observations (T. ,F.,S.)
I I I

for i=1,2, ... ,n2 is the same under all permutations of locations

£1'£2' ... '£n~' and order of appearance of G's and l's has no inforrna-
...

tion, then only the final counts need be recorded. We see that all

information from the n2 selected locations is summarized in the fre

quencies n ijk . n ijk represents the number of units, from the selected
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n j locations, whose true classifications are i,. fallible-l classifica- e
tions are j, and fallible-2 classifications are k.

Similarly, a
jk

summarizes all the information from the selected

n l -n2 locations. a jk represents the number of units whose fallible-l

classifications are j; fallible-2 classifications are k with missing

true classifications. Likewise, xk summari:es all the infor~ation

from the selected n-n
l

locations. xk denotes the number of units

whose fallible-2 classifications are k with missing fallible-l and

true classifications.

The following table summarizes the sample data.

Table 2.2 Observed Frequencies in
Three Phase Sampling

Fallible-2

5=0; S=l

Fall ible-l

I I
F=O F=l F=' F=O F= 1 I F= .I I

I

T=O noaa nOlO I nOOI nOll
'T'

I
.
R T=l n lOO n llO n lOI n lllI

U I

E T=·
I

a OO ala Xo aOI I all xl

In this chapter, we described a three phase sampling scheme and

gave a notation for the resulting data. A crucial objective of this

thesis can now be expressed as how to use the information in Table 2.2

to tell the si:e of ~l .. /~ of Table 2.1.
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3. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXACT AND APPROXHlA.TE VARIANCES
AND COVARIfu~CES OF FREQUENCIES

In estimating the population proportion p, we need to use

approximate distributions of frequencies, nijk , ajk , and xk ' to be

able to have a likelihood function that is mathematically possible to

work with. In this chapter, we will try to show that the use of

approximate distributions for the frequencies is justifiable.

In the estimation of the population proportion p, we will make

the assumption that the frequencies n. 'k' a' k are multinomially and
1J J

xk is binomially distributed. It is a fact that we are sampling

from a finite, however large, population without replacement. Hence

the distributions of the frequencies are not exactly multinomial or

binomial. However, we will see that our assumption is justifiable.

In this chapter we will compare the exact and approximate variances

and covariances of the frequencies, and-we also will show that the

differences between exact and approximate va.lues of the variances

and covariances are negligible. We also will see that the exact

variances and covariance formulas are of the. form as those for the

random variables that are multinomially or binomially distributed.

In the three phase sampling procedure, the observed fre-

quencies are named and put together in Table 2.2. They are n, 'k' a· k ,
1J J

and xk ' i,j,k=O or 1. To compute exact variances and covariances of

frequencies, we will define for every element in the population the

following indicator functions, as did Cornfield in an early (1944)

paper: Let
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A.jk£=l

and

whenever £th unit is sampled and
T=i, F=j, and S=k

whenever £th unit is sampled and
T = missing, F=j, and S=k

whenever ~th unit is sampled and
T = missing, F = missing, and S=k.

and let N be population size, NO be number of O's in N.

We now define the following error and joint classification

probabilities.

CL O=p[F=oIT=l] CL =P[F=lIT=O]
1

P.. k= P[T= i , F= j , S=k] i , j , k= 0 or 1
1J

Pjk = P[F=j,S=k] j,k=O or 1

and for simplicity assume

Pk = P[S=k] k=O or 1.

CL and 6 are error probabilities while Pijk , Pjk , and Pk are

classification probabilities.

By the use of these definitions and straightforward probabil-

ity computations, we have

P =q(l-CL) (1-6)
000

P101=pCL (1- S) P111=p(1-CL) (1-6),

e



Poo=paS+q(l-a) (l-S)

P01=pa(1-S)+q(1-a)S

P10=p(1-a)S+qa(1-S) .

Pll=p(l-a)(l-S)+qaS ,

12

Nl
where p =N '

and Pl=p(l-S)+qB

NO
q=-

N

Variance of n. ok1J

Here we know that nijk

2 2
Var(no ok) = E(no ok) - [E(n. ok)]1J 1J 1J

N

= ~ Aijk .2.
.2.=1

N

E(no ok) =' E[ ~ A
1
·
J
ok.2.] =

1J .2.=1

N.
n2 N1 P[F=j IT=i]P[S=k!T=i]

For instance, E[n OOO ]

2
E[n. ° k]1J

N 2
= E[~ Aijk .2. +

.2.=1

N N
E[~ ~

.2.~.2.'

.2.= 1 .2. '=1

2
then Aijk .2.=O or 1

For instance, E[n;oo]

By employing the above approach, we get the following exact variances

for the frequencies, no Ok.
1J
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NO NO -1

= n 2 N (1-a) (1-13) [1- N-l (I-a) (1-13)]

(3. 1)

(3.3)

N-'KlO ,

For the other n. 'k's, we can write the following variance
l.J

formulas:

NO NO-l
Var (n Oj k) = n2 N P(F= j IT=O) P(S=k IT=O) [1 - N=l P(F= j IT=O) P(S=k IT=O) ]

2 NON I 2
- n2 2 [P(F=j IT=O)P(S=kIT=O)] (3.2)

N (N-l)

where j,k=O or 1.

Similarly,

Nl N -1
Var(n ljk) = n2 N P(F=j IT=l) P(S=k IT=l) [1 - Nl_l P(F=j IT=l) P(S=k IT=l)]

2 NONI 2
- n [p(F=jIT=l)P(S=kIT=l)]

2 N2 (N-l)

where j,k=O or 1.

We observe that exact variance of n"k is of the form
1J,

n2P. ·k(l-P. 'k) - (correction term).
l.J 1J

For large N, correction term is very small; in fact, when
NON I
2 -+0.

N (N-l) ,
It is also clear that for large NJ P. 'k'" P. 'k' For instance

l.J 1J
NO 'N -1

in (3.1) POOO = N (l-a)(l-B) and POOO = N~l (l-a)(l-B) with the

2 NONI ~ 2
correction term nZ 2 (l-a)~(l-B) .

N (N-l)
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'"When ~ is large then Var(n OOO ) = n:ZPOOO(l-POOO) \.;hich is approxi-

mate variance of nOOO ' n2POOO(1-POOO) is the variance of a binomial

'"random variable. In'2:eneral, Var(n. ok) = n.,P. °k(l-P. ok)'
~ 1J . .:. 1J' 1J

Table 3.1 illustrates the closeness of exact and approximate

variances of no., .
1J K

Table 3. 1 Approximate and Exact Variances of n. °k
1]

[~=lOOO, ~0=900, n=200, n l =50, n2=25, 0.=.1,3= .2,p=·.lO]

*Frequency Approximate Exact

nOaa 5.7024 5.6743784

nOlO 1.6704 1. 6700540

nOOl 3.3939 3.3921486

nOll 0.4419 0.4418784

n lOO 0.0499 0.0498784

nno 0.4419 0.4401486

n lOl
0.1984 0.1980541

nlll
1.6704 1. 6423784

*Approximate Var(n. 'k) = n?P. ·k(l-P. ok)'
1J - 1J 1)

NOTE: Approximate variances of n. 0k's are slightly larger than
1)

exact variances
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Variance of a.
kJ

To compute the variance of a
j

k J we will emp loy the definition

of A .k' . For instance J

• J ....

where a
jk

= ~,
6 ..... j k2.

1.= 1

:--.I ") :--.I?

= E[~ A OOZr = E[~ A-.002. +
£= 1 . £= 1

N
O
N

1
+ 2 a(l-a)S(l-S)]

N(N-l)

Hence,

N1
+ - as

~

(3.-+)
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NO \: \OC'O-l)"1 '" ..,
Var(aOl ) = (nl-n",) [T (1-:).) S + T a (1-2) (1-a)" 3-

\(~-l)

Nl (Nl-l)
a 2 (1_S)2 2

NON I a O-a) S(1- 3) ]N'(N-I) - N(N-I)

'" NON I [(I_a)2 S2 a 20_S)2]- (n
l
-n

2
)-

? + (3.5)
~(·(N-I)

NO Nl NO(NO-l) .., ..,
Var(a lO ) = (n -n ) [- a (1-13) + - (1-a) 13 a-0-3)-1 2 N N N(N'-l)

Nl (Nl-l) " '" NONI
NU,j-l) (1-a)" S'" - 2 N(N-I) a(l-a) 30-3)]

Z NON I [a2 (1-B) 2 (1_a)Z S2] (3.6)- (nl-nZ) Z +
N (N-l)

NO NI NO(NO-I) ? '"Var(all ) = (n l -n2) [T aB + - (I-a) (1-6) - 0.-3-
N N(N-l)

Nl (Nl-l) 2 2 2
NONI a(l-a) 30-6)]N(N-l) O-a) (1-13) - N(N-l)

(3. 7)

The formulas (3.4) - (3.7) indicate that, in the case of with replace

ment sampling or when N+oo var(ajk) ~ (nl-n2)Pjk(1-Pjk)'

The closeness of exact and approximate variances of ajk is

illustrated in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2 Approximate and Exact Variance of ajk
[N=lOOO, No=900, n=200, n l =50, n2=25, a=.l, 13=.2, and p=.lO]

Frequency *Approximate

5.6875

3.5275

2.0475

2.0475

Exact

5.6593919

3.5253378

2.0453378

2.0193919

*Approximate variance of a jk = (nl-n2)Pjk(1-Pjk)'

Variance of xk

To 'compute the variances of the last two frequencies, Xo and

xl' we will foll0~·simllar·proceduresby the use of pertinent indicator

functions A.. 02 and A.. 12, We then have the following:

2
- (n-n )

1
(3.8)
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= (n-n ) to 8 + Nl (1-B) _ NO(NO-l) ·2
1 N N N(N-I) 8

Nl (N1-l) 2

N(N-l) (1-8) - 2

2- (n-n )
1

(3.9)

Table 3.3 Approximate and Exact Variance of Xo and xl

[N=lOOO, NO=900, n=200, n l =50, n2=25, a=.1,8=.2, and p=.l]

Frequency Approximate*

28.86

28.86

Exact

27.486487

27.486487

*Approximate Var(xk) = (n-nl)Pk(l-Pk);~=O,l ..

"

Covariance of nij k and n Q.nm

In computation of covariances between frequencies n ijk and

nQ.nm' we again need to use pertinent indicator functions as defined

before. For instance,

NO
= n2 N (1-a) (1- B)
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N
Since the first term '" A A - 0, thenLJ 0002 0102-

1,= 1

Hence,

NO-1 2
-- a(1-a) (1-13)

N-1

2 NON1 2
- n a(l-a) (I-B)

2 N2 (N-1)
(3.10)

As N~, in (3.10), ~ 0 and it follows that

which is of the form of a multinomial covariance. Similar computa-

tions yield the following covariances.

x P(F=j IT=O)P(S=kIT=O)P(F=Q,IT=O)P(S=mIT=O)

where j ,k,.Q,m=O or 1, and U#2,k#m) or U#2,k=m) or U=2,k#m).

(3.11)
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x P(F=j IT=O)P(S=kIT=O)P(F=£IT=l)P(S=mIT=l)

where j,k,£,m=O or 1. And similarly,

(3.12)

x P(F= j IT= 1) P(S=k IT= 1) P (F= £ IT= 1) P(S=m IT= 1)

where j, k, Q., m= 0 or 1,. and (j rf £, krfm) or (j = Q., krfm) or (j rf Q., k=m) .

We again observe that, from equations (3.11) - (3.13),

(3.13)

Cov(n.ok,nn ) --> - n 2P. 'kPn in the case of N~. The following1J ",mn 1J ",mn

Table 3.4 illustrates how close the exact and approximate covariances

may be in three phase sampling procedure.

Covariance of n .. k and a. k
1J J

A
OOO

£, A.OO£'=O, since the sampling unit £ is either classified b}'

all three classifiers or not. Hence,



Table 3.4
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Approximate and Exact Covariances Between n ijk and n
2rnn

[N=1000, p=.10,n=200, n 1=50, n2=25, a=.l, 13= .2]

Approxi- Approxi-
Frequencies * Exact Frequencies mate*mate Exact

n OOO ' nOlO -1. 1664 -1.1695135 n001 ' n 100 -.0081 -.0083108

n OOO ' nOOl -2.6244 -2.6314054 n001 ' n llO -.0729 _.0747973

n OOO ' nOll - .2916 - .2946081 nOOl ' n10l -.0324 -.0332432

n OOO ' n 100 - .0324 - .0332432 n001 ' n lll -.2916 -.2991892

n OOO ' n llO - .2916 - .2991892 nOll' n100 -.0009 -.0009234

nOOO ' n101 - .1296 - .1329729 nOll' n llO -.0081 -.0083108

n OOO ' n lll -1.1664 -1. 1967568 nOll' n111 -.0324 -.0332432

nOlO' n001 - .2916 - .2923784 n100 ' n llO -.0009 -.0010946

nOlO' nOll - .0324 - .0324865 n100 ' n 101 -.0004 -.0004865

nOlO' n 100 - .0036 - .0036987 n lOO ' n ll1 -.0036 -.0043784

nOlO' n llO - .0324 - .0332432 n llO ' n101 -.0036 -.0043784

nOlO' n101 - .0144 - .0147748 n llO ' n ll1 -.0324 -.0394054

nOlO' n111 - .1296 - .132973 n 101 ' n111 -.0144 -.0175135

n001 ' nOll - .0729 - .083108 nOll' n101 -.0036 -.0036937

*Approximate Cov(nijk,n~rnn) = -n2 PijkP2mn·
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AOOOi A. OOil ]

Nl NO
+ -- as --- (l-a)(l-S)]N N-l

and

NO NO-l NO
Cov(nOOO,aOO) = n2 (n l -n2) N (l-a)(1-S)[( N-l - N) (1-a) (l-S)

N
l

N
l

+ (N-l - N)aS] (3.14)

We easily observe that as N~ or as in the case of with replacement

sampling, Cov(nOOO,aOO) -->0. Similarly,

NO NO-l NO
Cov(nOOO,alO) = n2 (n l -n2) N(1-a) (1-S) [( N-l - N)a(1-S)

Nl N1
+ (N-l - N) (1-a) S]

NO NO-l NO
Cov(nOOO,aOl) = n2(n l -n2) N(l-a) (l-S) [( N-l - N)(l-a)S

Nl Nl
+ (N-l - N)a(l-S)]

NO NO-l NO
Cov(nOOO,all) = n2 (n l -n2) N(l-a) (l-S) [(~ - N)aS

Nl Nl
+ (N-l - N) (1-a) (1-S)]

Nl NO NO
Cov(nlll ,aOO) = n2 (n l -n2) N(l-a)(l-S) [(N-l - N")(l-a)(l-S)

Nl-l Nl
+ (~- N")aS]

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)



Nl NO NO
Cov(nlll,aOl ) = n2 (n l -n2) T(l-a) (1-B) [(N-l ~ "N) (l-a)S

:-1
1
-1 N

l
+ ( N-l - "'N)a(l-S)]

Nl NO NO
Cov(nlll,alO) = n2 (n l -n2) 1f(l-a) (I-B) [(N-l - "N)a(l-S)

Nl-l Nl
+ ( N-l - N) (I-a) B]

Nl NO NO
Cov(nlll,all ) = n2 (n l -n2) "'N(l-a)(l-B) [(N-l - N)aB

Nl-l Nl
+ ( N-l - 1f) (I-a) (1-B)]
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(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

The other covariances between nijk and a jk can be computed in

a similar fashion.

If we study the previous covariance formulas for n" k and a. k ,
1J J

we observe that cov(n. 'k,a.k)=O if the sampling were a with replace
1J J

ment sampling. We also observe that exact covariances can be positive

or negative depending on the classification error probabilities.

Some computed exact covariances between ajk and nijk are given by

Table 3.5.



Table 3.5 Some Approximate and Exact Covariances
Between no. k and a. k

1J J
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Frequencies Approximate Exact

n OOO ' aOO 0 -.0283i84

nOaa ' alO 0 .0040541

noaa ' aOl
0 -.0040541

nOOO ' all 0 .0283784

nUl' aOO 0 .0283784

n lU ' ala 0 .0040541

nUl' a Ol
0 -.0040541

n lU ' all 0 -.0283784

nOlO' aOO
0 -.0031532

nOlO' alO 0 .0004505

Covariance Between n. ok and xk1J

For instance,
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= E[~~ AOI02 A•• OQ.'] , since AOIOQ. A•• OQ. = o.
212'

Then,

NO N -1 Nl NO
+ N (l-a)(l-B) ~-l a(1-B) + NaB N-l a(1-B)]

After straightforward simplifications, we have

This would yield

NO NO-l Nl= n2{n-n l ) - a(1-B) [-- (I-B) + ~ B].N :-.J-l ,~

Similarly,

= -
NO NO NO-l

n2 (n-n l ) N a(1-B) [(N - N-l) (1-8)

Nl Nl
+ (N" - N_l)B] (3.24)

(3.25)

The other covariances between nijk and xk can be computed in a

similar way. It is clear that if the sampling was with replacement,
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then covariances beth'een n
ijk

and x
k

would be :ero. Again we see that

exact covariances may be negative or positive depending uvon the

values of misclassification probabilities a and 3.

Table 3.6 gives some computed covariances bet'.,'een n. 'k and x, .
I) , K

Table 3.6 Some Approximate and Exact Covariances
Between n .. k and xk1J '

[N=lOOO, p=.1,n=200, nl=SO, n
2

=25, a=.1,3=.2]

Frequencies Approximate

°
o

Exact

-.0162162

.0162162

Covariance Between a' k and x
kJ

N N
E[ajkxk ] = E[L A ~ A.. k£]

Q,= 1 . jk£
£=1

N

~L= E[ ~ A
. jk2

A + .-\
. j kl A.. kl']

2=1
.. k2 2.1.7.'

A.jkQ. A•• kQ.'] since

= 0 for all j, k

for a fixed L

For instance,
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NO Nl-l i
S[N_l (1-a) (1-B) + N-l as]( (3.26)

-.I

N -1o
(1-B) [ N-l. (1-a) (1-B)

For large N or in the case of with replacement sampling (3.26)

is E(aOO)E(xO) = (n-n l (nl-n2)POOPO which would mean that cov(aOO'xO)

cov(aOO'xO) --> O.

But the exact covariance is:

(3.27)

For instance, for N=lO,OOO, N
O
=9000, n=200, n l =50, n2=25, a=.l,

6=.2, the exact covariance would be -.0145.

The same type of approach would enable us to compute the other

covariances between a jk and xk.

Covariance Between a
ik

and azm

For example,

= E[ ~1~ A. 002. A. 102. ,] , since A, 002. A. 10 £,= 0

for a fixed 2.,
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Then,

and

Similar computations would yield the other five covariance

formulas between ajk and a 2m.

We again observe that as N~, cov(aOO,aIO) --> - (nl-n2)POOPIO

which is a multinomial covariance between aOO and ala.

Covariance Between Xo and xl

)NO NO-I N1E(xOX1) = (n-n1) (n-n 1-1)1.N (l-S)[ N-1 S + ~_l(l-S)]
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E(xO)
NO

(1-B)
NI= (n-n ) [- + -s]I N N·

E(xl)
NO NI (1-6)]= (n-n ) [- 6 + -I N N

and

With replacement sampling supposition and/or N~ would lead to

(3.29)

cov(xO'xl ) -> - (n-nl)POP I which is another multinomial covariance

between Xo and Xl when Po = P(S=O) and PI = P(S=I) if the sampling

repeated (n-n l ) times.

As a result of previous discussion, we can state the following:

The variances and cQvariances of frequencies in three phase

sampling can be approximated by binomial variances and multinomial

covariances, respectively. Covariances for the frequencies that are

not of the same phase are approximated by zero. That is,

'"Var(n. Ok) = n2P. 'k(1-P, 'k)
1J 1J 1J

and

Cov(n. 'k,nn )1J' ",Iml

Cov(n. 'k,a. k)
1J J

o

n..,P. 'kPn1J ",mn
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o

- (nl-n"')P'k P'.:. J·;(.m

is based on n Bernoulli trials.

All of the approximated variance and covariances and their

recognizable forms may suggest that the exact joint distribution of

frequencies can be approximated by a multinomial distribution.

Before doing the distributional approximation, we will show

that the maximum likelihood estimate for the parameter of the approxi-

mating distribution is close to the maximum likelihood estimate for

the parameter of the exact distribution.

We have the following theorem.

Theorem: Let ~l be a maximum likelihood estimate of the hyper

geometric parameter p which represents the proportion of elements in

the group A of a population of N units. Let ~2 be a maximum likelihood

estimate of the parameter p of approximating binomial distribution that

A A 1
Then I~1-~21 < ~.

Proof: Let A = Np. The maximum likelihood estimator A is the

. . .. (A) (N-A) += h b d 1 f IInteger maxImIzIng a \n-a ~or teo serve va ue 0 a. n most

common situations, N (also n) is known, and A is to be estimated in

(A\ N-A)a: n-a
(~ for the observed value of a. Johnson and Kotz (1969) has

given that, in Chapter 6, Section 4, A is the greatest integer not

a(N+l)exceeding ~~~
n

If a(N+l)
n

is an integer, then either a (:.1+ 1)
n

1

or a(N+l) is a maximum likelihood estinate of A.
n
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Hence, a maximum likelihood estimator, ~l' of p of hypergeo- ~

metric distribution is either a(~~l) - t or a(~~l) .

The maximum likelihood estimate of binomial parameter p is ~2

that

~ =2

n A a A n-a
maximizes ( )(~2) (l-~?)a _

a
- , for 0 < a < n.
n

Hence,

for the observed value of a. We have

1~1-021
Ia(N+l) _ 1-.. _ a, I~ . l _ II 1 since= = < -

Nn N n n N N N

o < a-<1 orn '

101-02 1
la(N+l) _ a, la . 1-..1 1= = < N"'Nn n n N

The theorem deals, for our purposes, only with the case of all

true data. Although it would be useful to extend the theorem to the

case of fallible data, this was found to be too difficult to carry out.

Thus, we are reasonably certain of what should be our inference strat-

egy; the method of maximum likelihood on approximate distribution, but

for hard evidence of the correctness of that choice we must be content

with verification by empirical sampling that appears in Chapter 9

below.



4. THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTIO~

At this point, it is convenient to introduce the supposition

that the sampled true values T. , T. , ... , T. are results of
II l.., 1_ n

sequences of Bernoulli trials. They are, in fact, not independent,

since the sample selection method will be without replacement. This

induces a slight negative correlation. Thus, we will be supposing

that the number of true ones is binomially distributed rather than

being hypergeometrically distributed. There is very little difference

between the variances of these distributions. This \...as sho\m in the

preceding chapter. The binomial assumption will suggest somewhat less

precision in the data for indicating the value of p and so our suppo-

sition errs on the conservative side.

Under this nearly correct and convenient supposition of ,.... ith

replacement, equal probability sampling, the frequencies n ijk , a jk ,

and x
k

constitute sufficient statistics, as given in Roussas (1973),

for population parameters and they are multinomially distributed with

corresponding underlying probabilities, say Pijk , Pjk , Pk \\'here

Pijk = Pr(T=i,F=j,S=k)

P
jk

= Pr(F=j,S=k)

= Pr (S=k) i , j , k= 0 or 1. (·L 1)

It is convenient to define the following quantities which

characterize the measurement error process.
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eL O = Pr(Fi=O/Ti=l)=E(~lOO + :-!loi)/:.il. .

eLl = Pr(Fi=l/Ti=O)=E(~OlO + ~Oll) /N O..

80 = Pr(Si=O/Ti=l)=E(:-!lOO + :-!llO) r\ ..

81 = Pr(Si=l/Ti=O)=E(NOOl
+ ~Oll)/~O .. (4.2)

where Nl ..
1

= ~
j=O

1
~ Nijk and NO .. = N- ~l.. and expectations are
k=O

taken over the measurement error process with the condition that

denominators of the expressions in (4.2) are not zero. Notice that

Pr(T.=l)=N '/N=p which is the parameter of interest.
1 1..

Pijk , Pjk , and Pk are expressed in terms of p, eL O' eLl' 30 ,

and 81 in Table 4.1.

Under the simplifying suppositions, the joint distribution of

nijk is multinomial, with parameters n2 and Pijk . Similarly, the

joint distribution of the ajk's is multinomial with parameters Pjk

and n l -n2. The distribution of xk is binomial with parameters P
k

and n-n l . By the independence of n ijk , a jk , and xk ' the joint dis

tribution of the random. variables can be written as the product of

the separate distributions as follows:

1
F = A. [It

i=O

1
[ It
j=O



Table 4.1 Joint Classification Probabilities

Fallible-2

5=0 5=1

Fall ible-l

F=O F=l F=O F=l

T 1'=0 POOO=q(l-a l (1-81) Po10:=qa1(1-81) POOl=q(1-al)8l POll=qa l 81
R

tJ 1'= 1 P100=pa080 P1l0=p(1-aO) 80 P101=paO(1- 80) Plll=p(1-aO)(1-80)E

POO=pa080+q(1-al)1-8l) PlO=p(1-aO)80+qal(1-~) P01=paO(1-80)+q(1-al)8l Pll=p(1-aO)(1-80)+qalSl

PO=p80+q(1-13 l ) . P1=P(1-S0)+q131

tN
+:0
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A
nZ! (nl-nZ)! (n-n l ) !

= 1 1 1 1 1 xl! xO!
IT IT IT (n, 'k! ) IT IT (a'k!)

i=O j=O k=O 1J j=O k=O J

1 1 1 1 1

~ ~ '" ~ LLJ n. ok = nZ a jk = n l -n
2i=O j=O k=O 1J j=O k=O

We know that Pijk , Pjk , and Pk are all functions of p, aO'

aI' 80, and 81, To express the likelihood function as a separable

function, we will make the following reparametrization to 81 , 82 '

8
3

, 8
4

, 8
5

, 8
6

8 = POOo/POO 8 = POIO/PIO1 Z

8 = POo/P01 8 = POll/P ll3 4

8 = POo/Po 8 = Pal/PI . (4.5)
5 6

By the use of the cell probabilities and corresponding cell

frequencies listed in Table 4.2, the likelihood function F of (4.4)

n
(1-8 ) 100

1
n n

8
3

001 (1-8
3
) 101

n +a +x
. (1-P ) .. a . a O.

1
n n

. 8 010(1_8) 110 .
2 Z

expressed as follows:

n +a +x
F=A·P·· l . ll

1

noaa
. 8

1

can be

n.OO+a OO n +a n.Ol+aOl n +a
8 . (1-8) .10 10. 8 . (1-8 ) .11 11

5 5 6 6

(4.6)



Table 4.Z Joint Classification Probabilities (After Reparametrizations)

5=0 5=1

Fa11ible-l

F=O F=l F=O F=l

T T=O POOO=(1-Pl)8l8S P01O=(1-Pl)8Z(1-8S) POO1=P18386 P011=P184(l-86)
R
u T=l P1OO~(1-Pl)(1-8l)8S PllO=(1-Pl)(1-8Z)(1-8S) P10l=Pl (1-83)86 Plll=Pl(1-84) (1-86)E

POO=(1-P l )8S P1O=(1-P l )(1-8S) P01=P186 P11=p1(1-86)

p =1- P =P(5= 0) P =p (5= 1)o 1 1

vl
0\
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Equation (4.6) is a separable function of PI' and the 0i 's. ~

Note that the 0. 's are conditional probabilities. By their defini-
1

tions, we see that

01 = Pr(T=OIF=O,S=O) 02 = Pr(T=OIF=l,S=O)

03 = Pr(T=OIF=O,S=l) and 04 = Pr(T=OIF=l,S=l) .

Similarly,

05 = Pr(F=OIS=O) and 06 = Pr(F=O!S=l).

As Table (4.2) indicates:

+ P (1-O )(1-O )
1 4 6

(4. 7)

Estimates of PI' 01' 02' 03' 04' 05' and 06 when substituted

into (4.7) will enable us to estimate p, the true proportion of units

in class 1. To estimate all unknown parameters, we shall employ the

maximum likelihood estimation method, both because of its tractability

with multinomial distributions as well as its general properties.

One such property is the invariance property whereby the maxi-

mum likelihood estimate of a function of parameters is that function

of the parameters' maximum likelihood estimates.
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S. ~IAXDIU~I LIKEL:HOOD ESTDIATE OF P

The maximum of F and L=lnF are attained at the same point,

and since L is more convenient to work \.,rith, we consider maximizing

it.

To maximize L, we will set the partial derivatives of (5.1) with

(5.1)

respect to the parameters PI' 01' 02' 03' 04' 0S, 06 equal to zero and

solve the resulting system of equations for the unknown parameters

simultaneously. By straightforward computations, the maximum likeli-

hood estimators of the parameters are found to be:

n .. 1+ a. 1 + xl
n

°
nOaa

°
nOlO

= = --
I n .00 2 n .10

°
n OOl

°
nOll

= =3 n . 01 4 n .11

O_
n. 00 + a OO=

;, n + a.. a . a

°
n.Ol+aOl (5.2)=6 n + a

.. 1 .1
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By (4.7) and by the invariance property of maximum likelihood 4It
estimators as stated by Mood, Graybill, and Boes (1974), we find that

the maximum likelihood estimate of pis:

Xl + a. l +n .. l n. OI + aOl
n [n + a

.. 1 .1

nIDI
. --+

n. Ol

n. ll + all
n +a

.. 1 .1

X o+ a. 0 + n •. 0 n .00 + aOO

+ n rn .. o+a. o

n. 10 + ala
+

n +a.. a .0
(5.3)

From (5.3) it is possible to give an intuitive justification for the

estimator of p as follows:

The basic ratios in (5.3) are nljk/n.jk which reflect how

likely it is for a sample unit classified by the fallible methods

into F= j and S=k to actually turn out to be a "1." We multiply these

ratios by the estimated proportions of units that are F=j and S=k

and thus estimate the proportion of "1" in the population, i. e. ,

1
= vL.J

j=O

1

"L.J
k=O

Xk + a k + n n ° k + a. k . n1 JO k
[ ...k][.J J]

n n .. k + a. k n. jk
(5.4)

It is possible to observe n Ok to be zero for some j and k.
• J

This could arise if, in the third phase of n2 units, no units were

misclassified by fallible classifiers. If this happens, we define

nljk/n. jk = O. This convention is consistent because, unless n2 is

extremely small, the event of observing n ljk = a will be rare unless
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the probability of misclassification, by at least one of the fallible

classifiers, is small. If the latter is true, then neglecting the

Xk + a. k + n .. k

n

n 'k + a' k. J J
n =a
.. k .k

nljk
n ok• J .

from (5.4) will have a negligible effect on this estimate of p.

The procedure of estimating p to be :ero in certain rather

unusual circumstances suggests that the estimator may be dO\~TIward

biased. Indeed the simulations soon to be reported bear this out.

From here on, the maximum likelihood estimator of p for three

phase sampling, p_ , will be denoted by p without any subscripts.-,p
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~

6. VARlfu~CE OF P

In this section, we derive an expression for the asymptotic

variance of p, which is defined as var(p). The following four lemmas

are required.

Lemma 1:

Let e l , e2, e3, e4 , e5, e6 , and PI be defined by (4.5) and by

Table 4.2. If we label the parameter PI by e7, the 7 x 7 information

matrix with the entries given by

a ..
1J

a2
L

= E[- ae. ae. ]
1 J

can be evaluated from (5.1). It is easy to establish the following:

a2L n (l-e )e
(i) E[- 2 7 5-] =

ae2 e (l-e )
1 1 1

a2L n (l-e ) (I-e)
(ii) E[- 2 7 5-] =

ae2 e (l-e )
2

2 2

(iii) E[- a2L n2e7e6-] =
ae2 e (l-e )

3
3 3

a2L n e (l-e )
(iv) E[- 2 7 6-] =

ae2 e (l-e )
4 4 4

a2L n (l-e )
E[- 1 7

(v) -] =
ae2 e (l-e )

5 5 5

? n l e7(vi) E[- a-L] = e (l-e )ae2 e6 6 6



(vii)

(viii) a2
L

E[- ] = 0a0. a0.
1 J

where 07 = PI

for all i i j.
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(vii) is true because all cross derivatives are zero for this separable

likelihood function.

Lenuna 2:

Let 01' 02' 03' 04' 05' 06' and PI be defined as in (4.5) and

let the corresponding maximum likelihood estimates be 01' 02' 03' 04'

05' 06' and Pl· Then asymptotically as n2~

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

...
Var (0 ) = [0 (1-°)] /[n (1- P )° ]III 215

Var(0Z) = [O (1-O )]/ [n (l-P )(1-O )]Z 2 215

...
Var(03) = [03(l-03)]/[n2 PI 06]

...
Var(0)=[0(l-0)]/[n P (1-O)]4 4 4 2 1 6

...
Var (06) = [°6 (1-°6) ] / [n1 PI]

Proof: Lenuna 2 can be established by simply inverting the

information matrix that was given in Lenuna 1. (viii) of Lenuna 1

indicates that the matrix is a 7 x 7 diagonal matrix. The main

diagonal entries of the matrix are given in (i) - (vii) of Lenuna 1.
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Lemma 3:

+ 8 (1-8 )P 8 + 8 (l-8 )P (l-8 )]3 3164 41 6

(6.1)

Proof: Equation (6.1) can be established as follows: From

Table (4.2), it follows that

+ P 8 (1-8 ) + P (l-8 ) (1-8 )
1 6 3 1 6 4

(6.2)

To evaluate the asymptotic variance of p, we use the delta method of

Rao (1973, p. 387, equation 6a.2.6) which involves expanding p in a
,..

Taylor series about the expected value of p, which is taken to be p.

The results of this expansion are (ignoring the zero covariances):

Var(p)
6

+ ~
i=l

A a 7
Var(8.) (-4R)~

l. a8.
l.

(6.3)

where the partial derivatives are evaluated at the expected values.

Using (6.2) and (6.3), the results obtained in Lemma 1 and in Lemma

2, and the following derivatives,



.......... ..... ...... .......... " .....

[8
6

(1-8
3

) + (1-8
6

) (1-8
4

) - 8
5

(1-8
1

) - (1-'\) (1-(3
2
)]
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3D-A- =
a8

1

-3 (1-P )
5 1

2E.
a8

2

a8
4

- - P (1-8 )
1 6

ap
--::::-- =
a8

5

yield (6.1).

(1-P )(8 -8)
1 2 1

a8
6

Lerruna 4:

K
O = ~OV(T ,5) l2 (6.4)

O'TO'S _

~OV(T, F I5=0) ~
2 6

0
(1-6

1
)

+ ~OV(T,FIS=l) j ..., 3
1

(1-6
0

)
Kl =

O'T Is=o O'F IS=O (1-P
1

) crT IS= 1 cr F IS= 1 PI

(6.5)

Here we will name K
O

and K
l

as reliability coefficient and

conditional reliability coefficient of fallible-2 device and of

fallible-l device, respectively.

Proof: K
O

can be expressed in terms of the model parameters

as follows:
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Hence,

To establish (6.5), we have

E(TF IS=O] =

cr~IS=O = Var(TIS=O) =

It then follows that

pqSo (1- S1)

(1-P
1
)2

cr~IS=O = Var(FIS=O) =

~ov (T , FIS= 0) J2 =

~T IS=O crF IS=~

Similarly, we have

2
pqSO(l-Sl) (l-aO-a l )

PIOP OO

E[Fls=l] =
pO-ao) (I-SO) + qalS l

PI



2 pq(I-Sa)SI 2 PalPII
°Tls=l = Var(TIS=I) = p2 ' and 0Fls=l = --p~2~ , and

I I

~OV(T,Fls=l) J2 = pqSI(1-S0) (1-aa-a1)2

~Tls=l °Fls=l Pa1 P11

Hence, (6.5) is established.

We observe that Ka + K1 + K2 = 1 which completes the proof.

Theorem:
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A

Var(p) (6.6)

where

which is

A =a (6. 7)

and

(6.8)

+ 8 (1-8 )(1-8 )P4 4 6 1
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~hich equivalently is

pqK., (6.9)

Proof: Equations (6.7) - (6.9) can be established by the use

of Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.

tions (6.7), (6.8), and (6.9).

Equation (6.6) follows from Equa-

We have here expressed the variance of the estimator, Var(p),

in terms of the reliability coefficients KO and Kl . In this form,

the variance expression is convenient to use in optimizing the design

and setting the sample sizes. These optimization problems will be

discussed in Chapter 7.

Some Consequences

The asymptotic variance of p is a weighted average of the

variances of single phase estimates of p based on n, n
l

, and n2 true

measurements. That is, Var(p) is a weighted average of ~ , ~ , and
1

~ with the weights of KO' Kl , and K2 = 1 - (KO+ Kl ), respectively.

(a) When KO=0 and Kl =0, the precision in the estimate of p

which is attained by using three phase sampling is no better than the

precision of a single phase estimate based on n
Z

true measurements.

In this case, taking additional fallible measurements does not yield

any additional information concerning the value of p.

the fallible measuring devices are useless.

In other \.;ords,



good as
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(b) \\'hen K = 1 K = 0 or K = 0 K = 1 \'ar(p~) = E.S. oro ' l' 0' 1" n

=~ This implies that one of the fallible devices is as
n

l
true measuring device. In this case, it is meaningful to use

one of the fallible devices to achieve smaller variance for the esti-

mate of p, since both nand n l are greater than n2.

(c) If both KO= 1 and Kl =1, then use the fallible device

that measures a sampling unit for less.

~

(d) Furthermore, the variance of p is a decreasing function

of the reliabilities KO and Kl , which is to be expected.

Specimen Calculation

At this point, we consider a numerical example to illustrate

the calculations involved in estimating p by maximum likelihood and

in obtaining an estimate of the asymptotic variance of this estimate.

Suppose a simple sample of n = 500 units is classified by fallible-2.

From this sample, a random sample of n l = 50 units is classified by

fallible-I, and from the subsample of 50, a simple random sample of

n..., = 25 units is taken and classified by true classifier. The follow-

ing data result;

Substituting these into (5.2) and (5.3) yields the maximum likelihood

estimates



,\ A
p= 2...; "6

j=O k=O

Xk + a k + n k n. .k + a. k n 1.k
[ . ..] [lJ J]~ =

n n +a n.
.. k .k .Jk

.251075
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= 10 + 7 + 137
sao = .308 .692

0
noaa 12 1 0

nOlO 1 .333= --= -= = --= - =1 n . 00 12 2 n .10 3

0_
n001 3 1 0

nOll a a= -= '3= = --= - =
.) n .01 4 n .11 7

n. 00 + aOOo =5 n + a
.. 0 .0

=
12 + 16
15 + 18

n. 01 +a01
n +a
.. 1 .1

=
3+4

10 + 7 = .41

We can compute the estimated Var(p) after estimating the reliability

coefficients KO and K1.

PIa = .10

POI = .14

(.251075)(.748925)(.6)2 =
(. 308) (. 692)

POO = .56

.318

~ ~ 2 ~ S2 (l-S 1
2

S2 (l-S lja 1 1 a .437K1 = pq (1-aO-a1) + =
(1-P1)P10POO P1P01 Pll

~ "
and K2 = 1 - (K + K '1 = 1 - . 755 = .245. Then,o l'

~

Var(p) . 0036
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7. DETERMI~ATION OF SA~IPLE SEES

To develop criteria for setting n, n l , and n?, we must have some

idea as to the cost of measurements. Cost of measurements \~ill be

considered in sample size determination procedures.

Let ( be the total cost of all measurements. Let

C2 = cost of classifying one tmi t by "true" classifier

(1 = cost of classifying one tmi t by "fallible-I"

Co = cost of classigying one unit by "fallible-2."

If we assume that C is a linear ftmction of n
l

, n2 , and n, then we

can write

In practice, two cases may be seen;

1. We may have a certain budget B for measurements and hoe may

want to choose n, n
l

, or n2 so as to minimize the variance

of the estimator, or

2. We might want to obtain a given precision of estimation

for the estimator at a minimum cost.

The two cases may be modeled as follows:

Fixed Cost Problem

Determination of n, n l , and n2 will be done by solving the

following nonlinear programming problem:



Minimize:

Subject to:

K
O

K
l

K;
V = pq [ - + - + -=-]n n

l
n2

(7.2)
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The above nonlinear programming problem can be solved by the use of

generalized Lagrange multipliers method. Kuhn-Tucker optimality con-

ditions for nonlinear programming problems with inequality constraints

are given by Bazaraa and Shetty (1979).

Kuhn-Tucker necessary conditions yield the following system of

equations to be solved for n, n l , and n2·
,
KO

+ AICO - A2 0pq"Z =
n

A3 (n 2 - n 1) = 0

C
l

C
2

n
l

Let Rl = C ' R2 = c- be the relative costs and f l = Tl
n? 0 0

f =~ be the subsampling fractions. The solution is given in
2 n

the following tabulation:



--,
oJ.

B R
2n = (7.3)

(2 l+R
l

f
l

+R
2

f
2

B
R2f

ln l = (7 . .+)C2 1+ R1f 1+ R2f2

B
R

2
f

2n
2 = (7.5)C., 1+R1f 1+R2f 2

where

The solution given above is an optimum solution and it is

indeed a global optimum since the obj ective function, V, is convex and

the feasible region is a convex set and AI' A2 , A3 of the Lagrangian

function are nonpositive.

The optimum values of n, n l , and n
2

are expressed as fractions

of (B which represents the number of true measurements which can be
2

used if no fallible measurements are used. These quantities n, n l ,

and n-, constitute the solution to the fixed cost problem.
.:.

Fixed Variance Problem

We choose n, n l , and n
2

to

Subject to:

~linimize: C = Can + Cln l + C2n2
K

O
K

l
V = pq (- + - +

n n
l

and

('7.6)
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An optimum solution to (7.6) is obtained similarly to the fixed ~

cost problem of (7.2). The solution to this problem is given in the

following tabulation:

(7. 7)

(7.8)

(7.9)

where

n = E3.
v Vo

Rl

Cl R2

C2 and= =
Co Co

[jK:~l ~ [-r f1J .f l = min f 2 = min j KO~2

For fixed variance problem n represents the number of true
v

measurements which would be required if no fallible measurements are

used.

The solution to (7.6) which is given by (7.7) - (7.9) satisfies

both the necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality. They

constitute the solution to the fixed variance problem.

Applications

To be able to use the preceding optimum sample size formulas,

one must have some notion of the values of p, aO' aI' SO' and Sl' and
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of the cost of measurements CO' C
1

, and C, or of the re lative costs

R1 and R..,. These quatities may not be knOlm exactly but the researcher

may have some idea on these quantities.

For illustration purpose and for simp lici ty, let aa =a
l

=a

and So = 81 = S. First we will compute K
O

' K
1

, and K.., values for given

a, 3, and p values. Table 7.1 summari:es our computations. The same

table also illustrates that K
O

+K 1 +K 2 = 1.

Table 7.1 Re1iabilities of Classifiers for Given a, S, and p

KO K
1

K
P S ..,

.10 .05 .10 .3902439 .4237041 .1860519

.10 .10 .20 .1683992 .4047411 .'+268597

.10 .20 .30 .0641711 .194405 .7414238

.25 . 05 .10 .5714286 .2760966 .152'+749

.25 .10 .20 .2967033 .3i29825 .3303143

.25 .20 .30 .1250000 .2562216 .6187784

To illustrate how to compute optimum sample si:es for both,

fixed cost and fixed variance problems, we took B = S2 00, va = . 0009,

Co = 10¢, C
1

= 50¢, and C
2

= 250¢ (or equivalently R
1

= 5, R.., = 25),

with a = .05, 8 = . la, and p = .10.

We then have

'"f., .138



Optimum sample sizes are gIven in the follo\~"ing tabulation. e
In these computations for the fixed cost problem (7.3) - (7.5) and for

the fixed variance problem (i. 7) - (7.9) are used.

Fixed Cost Problem Fixed Variance Problem

rv rv
n = 295 n = 265

fIn
rv

fIn
("I"

n l = = 138 n l = = 124

f 2n
rv

L,n
rv

n? = = 41 n2 = = -.,
.)/..

To illustrate the use of the Var(p) formula, we picked arbi-

trarya, 8, p, n, n
l

, and n
2

values. Table 7.2 shows the effect of

reliability measures, KO' Kl , and the effect of sample sizes on the

variance of the estimator. As expected, we observe that Var(p)

decreases as n increases for given a, g, n l , and nZ values. We also

observe that, as reliabilities decrease, variance increases. Here

we use KO' Kl , and K
2

values as given in Table 7.1 to comnute Var(p)

values of Table 7.2.

In this chapter we furnished expressions for the design parame-

ters, n, n i' and n2. These are given in two forms, one for fixed cost

case and one for fixed variance case.

In application of three phase sampling procedure, there is a

possibility of not being able to determine which one of the fallible

devices should be treated as fallible-2 device and which one should be

taken as fallible-I device. If this is the case, we recommend that

KO' Kl values must be computed for two different combinations: once

0;" treating the fallible device, say A, as fallible-2, and by taking

the other fallible device, say B, as fallible-I device of the sampling



Table 7.2 Variance of the Estimator of p
[n

1
=50, n 2=25]

----
% 0,

/0

Decrease Decrease
p a. S n Var(p) in Var(p) p a. S n Var(p) in Var (p)

.10 .05 .10 100 .0017837 0 .25 .05 .10 100 .0032504 0

.10 .05 .10 200 .0016081 10 .25 .05 .10 200 .0027147 16.5

.10 .05 .10 500 .0015227 15 .25 .05 .10 500 .0026857 17.4
---------------------------------------------------

.10 .10 .20 100 .0024168 0 .25 .10 .20 100 .0044325 0

.10 .10 .20 200 .002341 3.2 .25 .10 .20 200 .0041543 6.3

.10 . 10 .20 500 .0022964 5 .25 .10 .20 500 .0039865 10.1
---------------------------------------------------

.10 .20 .30 100 .0030768 0 .25 .20 .30 100 .005836 0

.10 .20 .30 200 .0030479 1 .25 .20 .30 200 .0057188 2.1

.10 .20 .30 500 .0030306 2 .25 .20 .30 500 .0056485 3.2

U1
(]'I



scheme. The reliabilities must be computed one more tiffie ~~ s~ltcnl~~

the roles of A and B. In these computations, (6. 7 ) and (6.8) must be

used i'l'ith proper care. Once (6.7) and (6.8) must be used as they are;

the other time KO and Kl values must be cOr.lputed by changing a.'s to

6's and SIS to a.'s. By the use of these (KO' K
l

) pairs, one can com

pute the optimum n, n l' and n
2

values for both cases. One of the ti~·O

solutions would prove to be a better design than the other.

If i..-e are cOlIUnltted to use the three phase sampling, the calcu-

lations of f l and f
2

guarantee that n
2
~ n l < n. The calculations of

f
l

and f
2

will lead to one of the four possible sample si:e configura

tions:

(a)
K

Z
K

1
K

O then n
2

holds We willIf - < -< , < n
l

< n true.Cz C
l Co

name this case to be the orderly case.

(b)
K

2
K

1
K

l
K

O then nIf - < - but C:: c' = n
l

> n."Cz C
1 1 0

(c)
K

Z
K

1
K

l
KO then nIf - > - but C<C' > n

l
= n."Cz - C1 1 0

(d)
K

Z
K

l
K
OIf - > - > -, then n = n = n.

C2 - Cl - Co 1 2

If anyone of the cases (b) - (d) holds true as a resul t of f 1

and f
2

computations, we then will say that we have a tied-sar.lple-si:e

case. If we have a tied-sample-si:e case, h'e recommend that, even

though it is a tedious job, one must reverse the roles of falli~le

devices and recompute the optimum sampling design p3.rameters ;1, :1"
1

and n., and the corresponding variance of the estimator. Comparison of
'"

the variances under the original and reversed roles will indicate
K.

i.;hich is correct. It can be noted that the ratio C~ stands for the
1

basic usefulness of the measurement method in an economic sense.
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8. CO~lPARISO:--lS BETWEE:--l ALTER~ATIVE SA~IPLI~G SCHDlES
:\~D THREE PHASE Sr\.\lPLDiG

Comparison Between Single Phase Sampling
and Three Phase Sampling

An alternative sampling procedure which may be used to estimate

P is the ordinary single phase sampling scheme in which only true

measurements are obtained. In this case, the estimate is usual sample

proportion and the variance of the estimate is pq/n 2.

In this section, we shall find out when it is advisable to use

the three phase sampling scheme rather than the ordinary single phase

sampling scheme.

Theorem lea)

In the fixed cost problem, where. the cost is constrained by B,

the budget for measurements, consider the three phase sampling scheme

as opposed to the single phase sampling scheme. Then the percentage

reduction in the variance of the estimate of p obtained by the three

phase sampling over the single phase estimate of p is 100\ where

(8.1)

where Rl , R2 , f l' and L, are as de fined in Chapter -

Theorem l(b)

In the fixed variance problem, the percentage reduction in the.

cost of sampling of the three phase sampling scheme over the single

phase sampling scheme is 100;\, where ;\ is given by (8.1).

Proof: (a) In single phase sampling where only the true clas-

sifier is used, the cost function and the variance formula reduce to
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VI = pq/n
Z

.

Thus, for a given budget B, the value of nZ which minimizes the vari-

ance is

and *VI = pq/nZ .

For the three phase sampling scheme, the minimum variance can

be obtained by substituting the corresponding values of n, n l , and

n2 from (7.3) - (7.5) into the variance formula

After the substitutions are done, we have (8.1), since by definition

A = 1 - Min V/MinV' which leads to (8.1) that completes the proof.

(b) The second part of this theorem can be established simi-

larly to part (a). In the single phase sampling where only the true

classifier is used, the variance and the cost function reduce to

V = pq/nZ and CI = CZnZ' Thus, for a given variance Va' the value of

* *nZ which minimizes the cost, is nZ = pq/~O and Min CI = CZnZ'

For the three phase sampling scheme, the minimum cost is

attained for n, n l , and nZ that are given by formulas (7.7) - (7.9).

By definition, A = 1 - Min C/Min CI. The proof is completed by the

substitutions of Min C and Min CI into the above formula.

From Theorems lea) and l(b), it is easy to see that there is

a positive reduction in the variance of the estimator p or in the



cost of three phase sampling design only if

Reduction in variance or in the cost of design is a function

of reliabilities of fallible devices as well as the costs of clas-

sifications. The following table gives a numerical illustration of

60

the discussion. K
O

' Kl , and K2 are taken from Table 7.1.

Table 8.1 Reduction in Variance/Cost of Design in Percentages

KO K
l

K
2

R
l R2 f l

f
2

100 A

.39 .42 .19 10 50 .328 .099 33. 7

.39 .42 .19 2 6 .734 .284 -13.4

.17 .40 .43 10 50 .485 .224 .006

.57 .27 .16 1. 25 2.5 .616 .335 -55.0

.57 .27 .16 10 50 .218 . 075 45.3

.57 .27 .16 3 15 .397 .137 31. 6

NOTE: A negative sign means that there is no gain in using the three

phase sampling over single phase samp1ine; i. e. , single phase

sampling is preferred.
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Comparison Between Double Sampling Scheme
and Three Phase Sampling

Another alternative sampling procedure to estimate p is the

Double Sampling Scheme (DSS) in which one true and one fallible device

are used. The DSS is introduced by Tenenbein (1970). In DSS the maxi-

mum likelihood estimate of p is shown to be:

p =

and the variance of the estimate is

where

Xl = number of units, in (n l -n2) , whose fallible classification e
is 1,

Xo = (n l -n2) Xl'

n .. = number of units whose fallible classification is j when
1J

their true classification is i (i,j = 0 or 1),

p = true proportion of units whose classifications are 1,

K = reliability coefficient of fallible device,

n
2

= number of units classified by both measuring devices,

n
l
-n

2
= number of units classified only by fallible classifier.

In this section, we will compare the DSS and three phase sampling.
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Theorem 2(a)

In the fixed cost problem, where the cost is constrained by B,

consider three phase sampling as opposed to the DSS. Then the per-

centage reduction in the variance of the estimate of p obtained by

three phase sampling over the DSS estimate of p is 100A, where

A = 1 -

(l+R
l
f

l
+R

2
f

2
)

R
2

(8.2)

where ( is the cost of classification of a unit by fallible device

in the DSS.

Theorem 2(b)

In the fixed variance problem, where a given precision, VA' is

the constraining factor, if we consider three phase sampling as opposed

to the DSS, then the percentage reduction in the cost of sampling

design of the three phase sampling over the DSS is 100A, where A is

given by (8.2).

Proof: (a) We will prove Theorem 2(a). In the DSS, the opti-

mum sample sizes are found to be:

RJ!... 1 and
B fa

n l = n" = R C Rf +1(2 Rfo+l .. 2 a

where R
(2

relative cost, ( cost of obtaining one fallible= c= =
measurement

I)l-K l., =min ~ (2 = cost of obtaining one trueloa L KR measurement.
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Then the variance of the estimator in the OSS, which will be denoted e
by VOSS' may be expressed in terms of reliability, relative cost of

measurements and budget B as follows:

RfO+1
[K + I-K

VOSS = pq -]Rn fac

where

B
n =

c S (8.3)

In the three phase sampling, the optimum sample sizes are

given by (7.3) - (7.S). If we express the variance of the estimator

of p in terms of reliabilities of fallible devices, relative costs of

measurements, and the budget B, and if we denote the variance of p,

in three phase sampling, by V3p ' we then have

(8.4)

If A is defined to be

V..
A = I - ~

VOSS

then (8.2) follows. Theorem 2(b) can be proved similarly to Theorem

2 (a).

In (8.2) and (8.3), K and R may be replaced by KO and R2 if

fallible-2 of three phase sampling is used as the fallible device of

OSS. If fallible-l of the three phase sampling is used as the fallible

device of the OSS, then we replace R by RI . However, K, the reliabil

ity coefficient of the fallible-l device must be computed or given
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since Kl is conditioned upon the outcome of' fallible-2 [see

6.5) ] .

For numerical illustration, we have the following Table 8.2 and

Table 8.3. Note that 100 A values are negative when cost of fallible

device is too high or when the reliability of a fallible device is

too low, which is to be expected.

Table 8.2 When Misclassifier of DSS is Fallible-2, Reduction in

Variance of Estimate or in Cost of Design in

Using Three Phase Sampling Over DSS

KO Kl K2 R
l R2 f l f 2 f O

100 A

.39 .42 .19 10 50 .328 .099 .177 12.3

.39 .42 .19 2 6 .734 .284 .511 - 5.6

.57 .27 .16 10 50 .218 .075 .123 6.0

.57 .27 .16 3 15 .397 .137 .224 5.0

.57 .27 .16 1. 25 2.5 .616 .335 .728 -21.0(*)

.17 .40 .43 10 50 .485 .224 .312 - 6.0(*)

(*) A negative sign means there is no gain in using the three phase

sampling over the DSS.
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Table 8.3 Reduction in Variance of Estimate or in Cost of

Design in Using Three Phase Sampling Over DSS,

When Misclassifier of DSS is Fallible-l

KO
K

l
K
2

R
l

R
2

K(*) f O
100 A

.39 .42 .19 10 50 .605 .256 .009

.39 .42 .19 2 6 .605 .571 18.3

.57 .27 .16 10 50 .762 .177 6.3

.17 .40 .43 10 50 .390 .395 3. 7

(*) K values are computed by the use of (6. 7) in which a's are taken

to be SIS and SIS are taken to be a's of Table 7.1.

If one has information on reliabilities of classifiers along

with the relative costs of measurements, then he can determine which

design to use to meet the set requirements. As is to be expected,

the percentage reduction factor, A, increases when the coefficient

of reliability of the fallible classifier increases as well as when

the cost of measurement by the same classifier decreases. When K. is
1.

high and C. is low (i= a or 1), the gains of the three phase sampling
1.

are quite substantial. On the other hand, this three phase sampling

seems hardly worthwhile
Klwhen the two ratios Rl

for some values of K. and C., particularly
1. 1.

K
2and -- are nearly equal.

R
2
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9. SnIULATIO~

To verify our previous findings that are based on approximating

joint distribution of frequencies, we simulated the three phase

sampling procedure on 12 different populations. Simulations are done

by use of the computer. In computer usage, SAS (Statistical ".maly"sis

System) (1982) was employed. In each simulation, we created a finite

population of 2000 units. Of the 2000 units, 100p% had values of

1 and the rest were alIa's. From the created population, we took

a random sample of size n (n=200 or 500) to be classified by the

fallible-2. We set the classification errors of fallible-2, 8
0

= 8
1

,

at the levels of .1, .2, or .3. After n units were class ified by

the fallible-2, we took a sample of n l =50 units from the selected n

to be classified by the fallible-I. Classification errors for

fallible-l are set equal, aO= aI' at the levels of 0.05, .10, or .20.

At the third phase, we took a sample of n2=25 units from the selected

n l =50 units. These 25 units are classified by the true classifier.

As we know, no classification errors are associated with the true

class..ifier. The three phase sampling procedure was repeated 100

times in the manner described above for each population. Each trial

of the simulation resulted in nijk , ajk , and xk . From these data, \\"e

computed the estimate p and the estimated variance of this estimator.

For the computations, we employed the previously derived formulas

(5.2), (5.4), and (6.1).

From the computer printouts, we have the following statistical

summary tables.
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Table 9.1 Mean and Variance of p and of Var(p)
(a. = .05, s= .10, p= .10)

"p, Estimate of p Var(p), Variance of p

r.lean

Variance

n=200

.0971

.0012

n=500

.103

.0014

n=200

.0014

3.6 E - 07

n=500

.0015

3.1 E - 07

Table 9.2 Mean and Variance of p and of Var(p)
(a. = .10, S= .20, p= .10)

"p, Estimate of p Var(p), Variance of p

Mean

Variance

n=200

.1003

.0019

n=500

.0970

.00182

n=200

.0020

8.2 E - 07

n=SOO

.0018

4.9 E-07
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Table 9.3 Mean and Variance of p and of Var(p)
(a= .20, s= .30, p= .10)

~

p, Estimate of p Var(p), Variance of p

~Iean

Variance

n=200

.1017

.0034

n=SOO

.1034

.0021

n=200

.0036

1.9 E - 06

n=SOO

.0026

1. 7 E - 07

Table 9.4 Mean and Variance of p and of Var(p)
(a=.OS, 6=.10, p=.25)

"p, Estimate of p Var(p), Variance of p

Mean

Variance

n=200

.2498

.0043

n=500

.2429

.0026

n=200

.0046

9.5 E - 07

n=500

.0029

5.07 E - 07
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Table 9.5 ~Iean and Variance of p and of Var(p)
(0.= .10, s= .20, p= .25)

p, Estimate of p Var(p), Variance of p

tvlean

Variance

n=200

.2458

.0043

n=500

.2345

.0034

n=200

.0044

1. 04 E - 06

n=500

.0033

1. 03 E - 06

Table 9.6 Mean and Variance of p and of Var(p)
(0.= .20, S= .30, p= .25)

p, Estimate of p Var(p), Variance of p

tv1ean

Variance

n=200

.2406

.0060

n=500

.2467

.0058

n=200

.0060

1. 68 E - 06

n=500

.0056

1. 7 E - 07
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...
From Tables 9. I - 9.6, \'ie observe that the means, p, of P

are smaller than actual p values in eight out of t\'ielve cases. In

four cases, p values are slightly larger than actual p values. How-

ever, none of p is too far off from the actual p value. In fact, 75%

of the p values are within one standard deviation from the actual p

values. ~inety-two percent of the time the deviation of p from p is

no more than two standard deviations. All of p are within three

standard deviations of p.

To see how well the variance formula for ':ar(p) of (6.1:

worked, we computed Var(p) from the data for each simulated three

phase sampling design. The computations are done by plugging the

estimated values, e., of parameters, e., involved in (6.1). In
1 1

Tables 9.1 - 9.6, the coluIIU1s under Var(p) give the averages of Var(p)

and variances of Var(p) for each case. By comparison, we see that

variances of p, which appear under p coluIIU1 of each table, and aver

ages of Var(p) are very close.

The entries of Tables 9.1 - 9.6 verify that the formulas

for p and Var(p) yield good estimates for the actual parameters p

...
and variance of p, respectively.

In the case of known misclassification probabilities, :1.
0

' J.
l

,

SO' and Sl' it may very well be suggested that one should use (6.6)

instead of (6.1) in Var(p) computation, for that knowing a's and S' s

would enable us to compute KO and KI values instead of estimating

them from a single sample data. For the procedure that \.;e suggested,

the supporting results of the usage of (6.1) are in Tables 9.1 - 9.6.

In order to advocate the use of (6.6), one should carry out simulations



in much the same hoay as \.,re did to verify the for;7lula (6,1), A no\'el e
feature of this simulation will be to use one set of CL and 3 \'alues

as the true values, another set to be assumed values of CL'S and 3'5,

The three phase sampling for r:lisclassiiied binal';: .iat~l.::~m :;'2

extended to misclassified multinomial data. The estimates of multi-

nomial proportions p, and variances of these estimates will be of the
1

form of those given for binary data, that is, the;' are of the form

of (5.3), (5.4), and (6.1) with pertinent subscripts, The other

formulas for binary data can also be extended to misclassified multi-

nomial data.
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